What exactly is Mentimeter?

With Mentimeter you can build interactive presentations with an easy-to-use online editor, directly from your browser.

Add questions, polls, quizzes, slides, images, gifs and more to your presentation to make them more engaging and fun.

When you present, your audience uses their smartphones to connect to the presentation where they can answer questions, give feedback and much more. Their responses are visualized in real-time, creating a unique and interactive experience.

Once your Mentimeter presentation is over, you can share and export your results for further analysis and even compare data over time to measure the progress of your audience and sessions.
How & Why Mentimeter enhances the teaching and learning experiences

Students are motivated to learn more, as well as develop questions, engage in discussions, and assess their own knowledge.

Everyone is given a voice. Everyone is heard. You no longer need to worry that people are being left out.

Educators are capable of communicating with their students on a completely new level, while being able to assess and improve their own skills and sessions.

It gives great insights on how students feel and what they want to learn.

Anonymity draws out even the most shy students and make the most hesitant people talk.

It can be used as a learning and as an assessment tool.

Everyone is given a voice. Everyone is heard. You no longer need to worry that people are being left out.

Reaches out beyond attendance to meaningful presence and participation.

Breaks the static “sitting there and listening”, by creating a new communication channel.

Learning by quiz is the key to innovation, progress and creativity.

Measures learning, not only knowledge, whilst evaluating teaching methods.
Various use case examples

- Use it to access the progress of learning, prior to, during or after a session
- Use it to gather learning expectations, making sure you understand the existing knowledge of all of your students, as well as their needs early on
- Use it for formative assessment, through one of Mentimeter’s popular question type or by using the Quiz competition
- Use it to evaluate and access your own sessions or the identify learning challenges
- Use it to fight misconceptions in a safe and positive way
- Use it as an ice-breaker, to check how your students are feeling or what their opinion on a specific topic is
- Energize and make learning more fun by using the Quiz competition
- Allow your students to ask you questions, through the Q&A feature
- Use Mentimeter’s content slides to present content in a new, modern and interactive way
- Use Mentimeter’s features to document, compare and improve the sessions, understanding or learning over time
Testimonials

Educators
- Find setting up Mentimeter slides very easy
- Find running Mentimeter with their students very easy
- Believe Mentimeter gives shy and hesitant students a voice
- Believe Mentimeter improves the quality of the interactions
- Most of the educators use Mentimeter for lectures, but also for seminars, tutorials, workshops and self-paced surveys

Students
- Find Mentimeter very easy to use
- Agree that the interactive questions helped them with their understanding of the subjects/topics
- Agree that the interactive questions made them feel more engaged in learning
- Agree that the interactive questions made learning more enjoyable
- Believe that being able to interact anonymously made them feel more inclined to participate

Users Voice
- "Learning by assessing/testing is THE (new) THING!"
- "Instant results, interactivity and therefore enhance student learning experience."
- "It’s outstanding! It helps my students to stay alert and to participate. Gives great input!"
- "It brings in the voices of the introverts, who are smart but never get heard"
- "It has revolutionized my way of teaching. I love it. Students love it. Win win."
Additional support materials

Guides for beginners

● How to create your first presentation > [click here]
● How can I vote on a Mentimeter presentation? > [click here]
● How to use the different question types? > [click here]
● How to present? > [click here]
● Live presentation or remote survey > [click here]

Next level guide

● Export and analyze results > [click here]
● How to reset results to use a presentation again > [click here]
● How the voting pace affects your presentation > [click here]
● How to share a presentation? > [click here]
● Presentation PDF and screenshots > [click here]

More help needed?

Mentimeter Templates

Mentimeter Help Center

Mentimeter Blog

Or just ask us at support@mentimeter.com